
A RXD ITEM: ASKI-100-E

Air Ski Trainer Eco

- 10 levels of air resistance
- ECO console with big LCD display
- Quick attach handles allows for  quickly attaching or removing new handles/accessories
*must add floor stand or wall-mount bracket to use ski trainer 
* Available mid-May 2022 $899.00

A RXD ITEM: APSKI-200-HBA

AirPlus Ski Trainer 200 Smart Connect
- 10 level of air resistance + 8 levels of magnetic resistance.
- HIIT Console with Smart Connect (single color)
- Self-generating power with Backlit  on console
- Quick attach handles allows for quickly attaching or removing new handles/accessories
*must add floor stand or wall-mount bracket to use ski trainer 
* Available mid-May 2022 $1,049.00

A RXD ITEM: ASKI-FS

Ski Trainer Floor Stand
To allow Ski trainer to be free standing unit and able to be moved around
* Available mid-May 2022 $220.00

A RXD ITEM: ASKI-WM 

Ski Trainer Wall-Mount Brackets:
To Bolt/Mount Ski trainer into the wall
* Available mid-May 2022 $29.00

A RXD ITEM:AR-2

Xebex Air Rower 2.0
- Change Damper settings from 1-10 for various air resistances
- Rower Folds in half and rolls away on 4 wheels in less than 4 seconds
- heavy duty 95LB base outweighs our competitors by nearly 50%
- seat is dining chair height for easier in and out
- Easy to Use console features over 14 workout stats and pre-built programs

$900.00

Prices and specs subject 
to change at any time

XEBEX CARDIO

Item Description MSRP



Prices and specs subject 
to change at any timeItem Description MSRP

AR-2-BA
Xebex Air Rower 2.0 w/ Smart Connect
- Same as Xebex Air Rower (AR-2) but with blutooth and ANT + compatibility $960.00

ARRV-4-BA

Xebex Rower 2.0 AirPlus Smart Connect
- Folds and Rolls away on 4 wheels
- widest resistange range of any rower. Light resistance with air only, add in magnetic (airplus) 
resistance for greater resistance and power-specific exercises
- 10 levels of air resistance + 8 levels of magnetic resistance 
- Self-Generatring power, HIIT Console with multi-color display $2,250.00

A RXD ITEM:AR-3GL

Xebex Air Rower 3.0
- Change Damper settings from 1-10 for various air resistances
- Generator in Rower powers a backlit console
- heavy duty 95LB base outweighs our competitors by nearly 50%
- seat is dining chair height for easier in and out
- Rail is low to ground for easy step over
- Easy to Use console features over 14 workout stats and pre-built programs and backlight
- foot pedal adjustable by length and width

$1,049.00
*** Prices listed as of 05/12/22. Prices and specs subject to change at any time without notice. All prices in US Dollars***


